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Introduction
The Germanna-Wilderness Area (GWA) is located in the northeastern area of Orange County, along
Route 3 and between Spotsylvania and Culpeper Counties. The Orange County Board of Supervisors
adopted the Germanna-Wilderness Area Plan (GWAP) on July 14, 2015. The Plan establishes a
strategic future vision for Orange County’s primary development area and is a long-term growth
management plan for the next fifty (50) years. The GWAP is a strategic plan that:



creates the atmosphere for a competitive local economy;
plans for adequate and appropriate public facilities and services;




promotes and protects local historic and environmental assets; and,
guides public and private investments to create an attractive and livable community.

In 2017, Wiley|Wilson and Draper Aden Associates developed a Draft Water and Wastewater Master
Plan (the “Master Plan”). The purpose of the Master Plan is to examine the existing water and
wastewater infrastructure that serves the Germanna-Wilderness Area (GWA) and to develop a
utilities roadmap that will enable County leaders to make critical decisions regarding the water and
wastewater utilities to serve the development area over the short term as well as into the future.
This Technical Memorandum summarizes the key infrastructure needed to serve the planning area,
as identified in the Master Plan.
The map on the following page provides an overview of the Germanna-Wilderness Area and the
location of each of the eight (8) Sub-Areas:


Sub-Area 1: Spotswood



Sub-Area 5: Lake of the Woods





Sub-Area 2: Manahoac
Sub-Area 3: Germanna
Sub-Area 4: Wilderness Run





Sub-Area 6: Flat Run
Sub-Area 7: South Wilderness
Sub-Area 8: Battlefield
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1.1

Previous Studies

Prior to developing the Master Plan, Orange County contracted with Draper Aden Associates to
develop two reports that were critical to the development of the Master Plan:

1.2



A report entitled “Water Demand Projections, 2015 – 2065, Germanna-Wilderness Area” and
dated April 26, 2016, examines the projected land-use designations in the planning area,
discusses the projected water demands for various types of residential, non-residential and
mixed-use types of development and provides future demands under several growth
scenarios. The report provides the projected demands for the GWA over the next 50 years
and informs decision makers as to when additional water and wastewater treatment capacity
may be needed.



“Water Supply Options, Germanna-Wilderness Area”, a report dated August 30, 2016
provides an analysis of future options for water supply including purchase of treated and
untreated water from other localities.
Rapidan Service Authority (RSA)

The Rapidan Service Authority provides water and wastewater services to some areas of the GWA –
specifically to Sub-Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. RSA personnel were a critical asset in assembling and
compiling the background data provided in the Master Plan. RSA provided maps, permits, current
water and wastewater treatment demands, and similar data. In several sections of the report, there
is a lack of detailed information about the Lake of the Woods service area and existing infrastructure.
Much of the Lake of the Woods data was not made available by RSA at the time the Master Plan was
prepared, and as certain recommended water and wastewater improvements are planned, it may be
necessary to further evaluate the existing infrastructure serving the Lake of the Woods community.
1.3

Purpose of the Water and Wastewater Master Plan

The purpose of a water and wastewater master plan is to provide a customized roadmap that enables
the owner of the utility to operate and maintain efficient, effective and reliable utility systems that
meet the current needs of the community as well as the needs of generations to come.
The Master Plan makes recommendations to build on the existing water and wastewater assets,
defines future needs, recommends projects and priorities, and recommends future investment that
will result in a utility that is sustainable and that can meet both short-term and long-term water and
wastewater needs of Orange County’s premiere development area. Those recommendations are
summarized in this Technical Memorandum.
1.4

Development of the Infrastructure

The GWA encompasses approximately 14,600 acres – much of which currently has no access to public
water or wastewater services and nearly all of which is undeveloped. The overall goal of the GWAP
is to promote orderly and high-quality development that enhances the quality of life in Orange
County, that provides opportunities for employment, that increases investment in the County and
that offers choices in housing, services and retail. However, it is critical to recognize that there is no
way to predict with certainty which area(s) of the GWA will develop first, how quickly the
development will occur, and there is no way to predict when subsequent development will occur.
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The premise of the Master Plan is that the initial growth in the GWA is most likely to occur along the
Route 3 corridor. The Master Plan provides recommendations regarding initial development of water
and wastewater infrastructure to support targeted Route 3 growth. Figure 1-2 provides mapping that
depicts Sub-Areas 1, 2 and 4 – the areas adjacent to the Route 3 Corridor - and the areas that are
likely to see growth pressure first. In addition, there are specific recommendations for the
development of both water and wastewater infrastructure to position the area to be served in the
first phase of infrastructure development in the GWA.
Figure 1-2: Route 3 Corridor

1.5

Ownership of Current and Future Facilities

In developing the Master Plan, the existing water and wastewater systems, which are owned and
operated by RSA, were carefully evaluated and recommendations to expand the infrastructure are
detailed. What the Master Plan does not do, is make a recommendation regarding the future
ownership and operation of the utilities. In order to avoid an assumption about the owner of the
proposed water and sewer assets, this report uses the term “Utility Owner” as a proxy for either the
Rapidan Service Authority, Orange County, or another entity.
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1.6

Implementing the Master Plan in Orange County

Projects in Orange County that are related to water or wastewater treatment capacity or to a future
water source will most likely be initiated by the Utility Owner. Based on where development occurs,
additional Utility Owner-funded projects may be needed – for example water storage, major
transmission lines, and major sewer lines.

-- End of Section--
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Environmental Challenges, Regulatory Permitting and Land and Easement
Acquisition
2.1

Environmental and Historical Resources

Any utility project could have an impact where there are environmental and or cultural resources.
Environmental impacts may include: wetlands, stream crossings, habitats, endangered species,
stream flows, or any area considered to be environmentally sensitive.
Cultural impacts may include impacts to graves or cemetaries, historic sites, viewsheds, historic
homes, Native American sites, Civil War battlegrounds and camp sites, National monuments and
sites, parks, and other similar historic resources.
It is recommended that an Environmental Assessment (EA) be conducted on proposed projects to
determine early in the process what the environmental and/or cultural resource impacts may be.
The EA will assist in determining how to minimize the impacts and develop a plan to maneuver
through the required permitting process. It may not be practical to avoid all impacts, but the
recommended goal is to minimize impacts.
2.2

Regulatory Permitting

In the development of future utility projects any of the following regulatory agencies may be
involved:









Virginia Department of Health (VDH) – drinking water related projects
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) – wastewater, water supply,
environmental
Virginia Department of Historical Resources (DHR) – impacts on cultural resources
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) – wetlands and environmental
Virginia Department of Games and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) – environmental and
habitat
Virginia Marine Resource Commission (VMRC) –water resources
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) - easements
National Park Service (NPS) – environmental, cultural resources

A Joint Permit Application (JPA) could include all the above agencies. In addition, the US
Environmental Protection Agency and the US Fish and Wildlife Service could be incorporated as
advisory agencies.
Regulatory permits will be required for the following:





Water and wastewater treatment facilities
Water supply and water withdrawal
Water facilities– lines, pump stations and water storage tanks
Wastewater facilities – lines, pump stations, wastewater discharges

Regulatory permitting can sometimes be intensive and time-consuming. It should be factored into
any utility project’s overall schedule.
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2.3

Land and Easement Acquisition

In the expansion of any utility system, land will be needed for the construction of system
improvements such as water storage facilities, pump stations, and treatment facilities. The
immediate need for GWA will be the acquisition of a new water treatment plant site. In developing a
schedule for any future utility project, the time required for the acquisition of private property should
be included in the overall schedule.
As water and sewer lines are extended to serve new development, it is not always possible to locate
the new lines in existing right-of-ways or existing easements. New temporary and permanent utility
easements will be required. In some cases the easements may be dedicated by the developers that
will be benefiting from the new utility. Most likely, there will be situations where the Utility Owner
will be required to purchase the easements from a property owner. As in land acquisition, the
schedule for acquiring easements should be incorporated into the overall project schedule.

-- End of Section --
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Projected Demands
The Master Plan details projected demands over the 50-year planning period, or through 2065, and
provides a detailed overview of the water and wastewater infrastructure that would be needed to
serve the GWA.
The infrastructure will be developed in phases and the Master Plan was prepared assuming that the
initial growth, and the initial water and sewer demands will be in Sub-Areas 1, 2, 3, and 4 – or, the
Targeted Growth Area along the Route 3 Corridor.
It is expected that the Route 3 corridor will experience growth sooner than other areas of the GWA
because:



3.1

water and sewer service is currently available along the corridor,
Route 3 is a heavily traveled corridor and a main transportation corridor from
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania to Culpeper, and
Orange County has received inquiries regarding the expansion of public water and sewer
along the corridor.
Current Demands

The daily demands for the Germanna Wilderness Area are summarized in Table 3-1 below. The
demands were calculated from daily historical data from January 2015 through November 2016
provided by the RSA.
Table 3-1: GWA Demands
Water Treatment Plant Production and Commitments
Average Day Demand
Committed Connections
Maximum 7-Day Rolling Average
Maximum Day Demand

Demand (GPD)
654,000
232,000
951,000
981,000

The current average daily demand that is served by RSA in the GWA is approximately 654,000 GPD.
In addition to the existing demands, RSA has commitments to serve 1,261 residential lots that are not
currently developed or connected. These lots represent a committed capacity of approximately
232,000 GPD that needs to be included when addressing available treatment capacity. While the lots
do not currently have a water demand associated with the connection, they do have a commitment
from the RSA that the Authority would provide water to the lot at any time. For this reason, a 200
GPD/unit capacity is assumed to be already committed and cannot be allocated to serve additional
connections. The current RSA customers and committed connections are listed in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: List of RSA Committed Connections

Development

Total
Committed
Lots

Developed
Committed
Lots

Undeveloped
Committed
Lots

Somerset
Wilderness Shores
Lake of the Woods
Edgewood

320
1,000
4,224
39

265
391
3,741
25

55
609
483
14
Total (gpd)

Estimated Future Demand From
Undeveloped Committed Lots
(gpd)
Based on 200 gpd/unit
11,000
121,800
96,600
2,800
232,200

While the average daily demand is an important value for operational purposes, the maximum day
demand of 981,000 GPD is the value used for planning purposes in this report (See Table 3-1). The
maximum day demand is calculated by applying a peaking factor of 1.5 to the average day demand.
When compared to the 7-day maximum rolling average, a value that reflects the maximum sustained
demand accounting for system and wetwell storage that equalizes peak demands over several days,
the maximum day demand is very close, so the projection is a good representation of the system. The
maximum day demand represents the maximum amount a water treatment facility could be required
to supply while being able to maintain a safe level of storage available in the existing system.
The demand projections based on the maximum day demand and inclusive of the RSA committed
connections are shown in Figure 3-1 (see page 3-6). The total demand for the system inclusive of
the maximum day demand and the committed connections is approximately 1.213 MGD; therefore
there is estimated excess capacity of only 0.236 MGD.
3.2

Projected Demands

The projected future demands for the GWA were developed using three parametric growth scenarios.
The assumptions concerning the growth rates for each scenario are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Demand Projections - Growth Scenarios
Growth Scenario
Low Growth
Medium-Range Growth
High Growth

Overall Growth Rate
(% Increase per Year)
1.50%
2.50%
4.00%

Residential Growth Rates
(% Increase per Year)
.75%
1.25%
2.00%

Based on the existing demands and proposed land use designations outlined in the GWAP and as
detailed below, the projected average day water demand at buildout is 5.7 million gallons per day
(MGD). Table 3-4 illustrates the projected future water demands under each of the three growth
scenarios. The demand projections are based on average day demand without demand associated
with the RSA committed connections.
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Table 3-4: Projected Water Demands 2015–2065 (Without Economic Development Demands)
Demand Projections (gpd) &
Percentage of Build-Out Demand (%)

Year
Low (1.5%)

Med (2.5%)

High (4.0%)

2015

653,930

11%

653,930

11%

653,930

11%

2020

704,468

12%

739,862

13%

795,606

14%

2025

758,912

13%

837,086

15%

967,976

17%

2035

880,749

15%

1,071,540

19%

1,432,841

25%

2050

1,101,141

19%

1,551,910

27%

2,580,466

45%

2065

1,376,681

24%

2,247,629

39%

4,647,273

82%

The demand projections shown in Table 3-4 do not include potential economic development
demands from a significant water user or users. As a result, it is recommended that Orange County
plan for a buildout demand of 6.7 MGD for any permitting or withdrawal application submitted to
the regulatory agencies. Table 3-5 shows potential demands assuming that a significant water user
within the GWA could potentially develop at some point after 2025.
Table 3-5: Projected Water Demands 2015–2065 (With Economic Development Demands)
Year

Demand Projections Inclusive of Economic Development Demands (gpd) &
Percentage of Build-Out Demand (%)
Low (1.50%)

Med (2.50%)

High (4.00%)

2015

653,930

10%

653,930

10%

653,930

10%

2020

704,468

11%

739,862

11%

795,606

12%

2025

1,758,912

27%

1,837,086

28%

1,967,976

30%

2035

1,880,749

28%

2,071,540

31%

2,432,841

37%

2050

2,101,141

32%

2,551,910

38%

3,580,466

54%

2065

2,376,681

36%

3,247,629

49%

5,647,273

85%

As shown in the previous tables, the projected growth rates will not result in 100% build-out until
beyond the end of the 50-year planning period, or, after 2065.
It is important to understand that within each of the three growth scenarios, there will be a timeframe
where the demands exceed the existing treatment capacity and the existing withdrawal permit. The
existing Wilderness Water Treatment Facility, which has a current design capacity of 1.61 MGD, could
meet projected demands until 2025 – 2040. And, the existing permitted withdrawal of 3.0 MGD may
be exceeded between 2040 and 2065. The Wilderness Shores Wastewater Treatment Plant has a
capacity of 2.0 MGD, which could meet projected demands until 2035-2065.
The projected demand at build-out was reached by establishing demands (gpd) associated with the
land use designations provided in the GWAP.
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Figure 3‐1: GWA Water Treatment Plant Capacities and Future Demand Projections

Projected Water Demand at Varying Rates of Development (MGD)
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Water Treatment, Water Distribution and Water Source
The existing water treatment facility owned by RSA has limited available capacity to serve new
development and in order to be positioned to meet the water demands of proposed growth, a larger
water plant would need to be developed. It is recommended that a new water facility be designed
and constructed that would have an initial capacity of 4.0 MGD.
Based on the demand projections, a water treatment plant of 4.0 MGD would meet the projected
demands of the GWA through 2065 and beyond (based on the low-growth projections of 1.5% per
year) or through approximately 2045 assuming the high growth scenario (4.0% growth per year).
However, the permitted withdrawal capacity – which is 3.0 MGD could be reached before 2040 (highgrowth scenario); around 2055 (medium-growth scenario) or after 2065 (low growth scenario).
In order to meet demands that exceed the existing permitted withdrawal of 3.0 MGD, the Utility
Owner would need to secure an additional source of water as early as approximately 2040. The
Master Plan recommends that the County or the Utility Owner continue to evaluate options to
increase the available water supply with the goal of securing a source capable of supplying an
additional safe yield of 4.0 to 5.0 MGD (assuming that the Rapidan River is able to continue to supply
approximately 3.0 MGD).
4.1

Water Distribution and Storage Needed to Serve the GWA
Short-Term Infrastructure and Investment
The distribution infrastructure needed to serve the “short-term” expansion of the water
system involves waterline extensions that would provide water to Sub-Areas 2 and 4. In
addition, assuming that the 4.0 MGD water treatment plant is constructed, additional storage
needed to serve the short-term expansion of the system could be obtained by utilizing the
proposed clearwell at the new treatment facility.
Table 4-1: Short-Term Water Infrastructure
System Component
Distribution System
Water Treatment (4.0 MGD) including 1 MG Clearwell

The short-term improvements are those that it is likely the Utility Owner will initiate in
advance of growth in these Sub-Areas, and the infrastructure will position the area for
growth. Distribution system improvements will include 20,000 LF of 12-inch water main that
will parallel Route 3. Extension of smaller distribution lines to serve new development is
assumed to be a developer cost.
Mid-Term Infrastructure and Investment
The mid-term water infrastructure needs would allow the Utility Owner to expand water
service throughout much of the Germanna-Wilderness Area.
Mid-term expansions of the system would extend 8-inch and 12-inch distribution mains into
Sub-Areas 6, 7, and 8. The mid-term expansions would also require additional storage – it is
recommended that a 1,250,000 gallon storage tank be constructed in Sub-Area 4.
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Table 4-2: Mid-Term Water Infrastructure
System Component
Distribution System
1.25 MG Storage Tank

The mid-term improvements are those that it is likely the Utility Owner will initiate in
advance of growth in these Sub-Areas. Distribution lines to serve each new development is
assumed to be a developer cost.
Long-Term Infrastructure and Investment
The long-term water system expansion projects are intended to complete the system
expansions to supply the GWA at full buildout.
The long-term projects would include the extension of 8-inch and 12-inch distribution lines
into Sub-Areas 4, 6, 7 and 8. The long-term projects would also include two water storage
projects – the replacement of the Lake of the Woods tank with a 1,250,000 gallon tank and
the addition of a 1,250,000 gallon tank in Sub-Area 6.
Table 4-3: Long-Term Water Infrastructure Costs

4.2

System Component
Distribution System
1.25 MG Storage Tank (Sub-Area 5)
1.25 MG Storage Tank (Sub-Area 6)

Water Treatment Capacity - Targeted Route 3 Growth

The projected build-out demands in Sub-Areas 1 - 5 total 3.2 MGD. Assuming a peaking factor
of 1.5, the maximum day demands for this development area would be 4.9 MGD. The
recommended 4.0 MGD water treatment plant would be able to meet the projected demands
of approximately 81% of the projected buildout of this area.
A water treatment plant of 8.0 MGD would be able to meet the demands Sub-Areas 1-5 as well
as provide approximately 3.0 MGD to other areas in the GWA. A 10.0 MGD facility could
provide approximately 5.0 MGD to meet the needs outside of the Route 3 corridor at buildout.
Table 4-4: Buildout Demands - Targeted Growth Area
Sub-Area
GPD at Buildout
Sub-Area 1
437,500
Sub-Area 2
329,800
Sub-Area 3
21,500
Sub-Area 4
1,717,800
Sub-Area 5
767,000
Total
3,273,600
Apply Peaking Factor
1.50
Peak Demands at Buildout
4,910,400
81% of Targeted Route 3 Buildout Demands Could be Served by 4.0 MGD
Water Treatment Plant
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4.3

Summary and Recommendations – Water System

The key recommendations related to developing additional water infrastructure include:
Water Treatment and Distribution – Short Term:
 The existing water plant is nearing capacity and additional capacity will be
needed in order to serve the Targeted Route 3 Growth Area.
 Recommend construction of a 4.0 MGD facility on a site that is in reasonable
proximity to the existing intake on the Rapidan River and that is large enough to
accommodate future expansions of the water treatment plant (to 8.0 and 10.0
MGD).
 Planning, design, and construction for a water plant could take 5 years.
 Additional capacity is needed between 2025 and 2040. Planning, including site
selection, should begin by 2020.
 Planning for the short-term distribution system improvements should begin in
conjunction with the water plant project.
Future Water Source:
 The Rapidan River will not meet the long-term needs of the GWA. The 3.0 MGD
permitted withdrawal could be exceeded as early as 2040 (high growth
scenario).
Water Treatment and Distribution – Mid-Term:
 A 4.0 MGD water treatment facility is expected to meet the needs of the GWA
through at least 2040.
 Water distribution projects recommended for the mid-term include distribution
system expansions and a 1.25 MG water storage tank. Planning and design of
these projects will occur as development pressure increases in the portions of
the Sub-Areas not immediately adjacent to Route 3.
Water Treatment and Distribution – Long-Term:
 After 2040, additional water treatment capacity may be needed, a 5-year
planning window is recommended.
 Water distribution projects recommended for the long-term include distribution
system expansions and two 1.25 MG water storage tanks. Planning and design of
these projects will occur as development pressure increases in the portions of
the Sub-Areas not immediately adjacent to Route 3.
Water Treatment - 8.0 MGD and 10.0 MGD:
 The future expansions for the water plant to 8.0 and 10.0 MGD will be needed as
the GWA develops. The first expansion of the 4.0 MGD plant is projected to occur
no earlier than 2040. A planning, design and construction period of about 5
years will be needed.
-- End of Section --
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Wastewater Treatment and Collection
The Wilderness Shores Wastewater Treatment Facility can treat 2.0 MGD; the current plant capacity
available for growth is 1.05 MGD. The available capacity can support projected growth in the GWA
for a 15-20 year planning horizon.
This Master Plan discusses the investment in the wastewater treatment facilities in three timeframes:




2030 – 2050 Planning Window – where the WWTF will be expanded to 4.0 MGD
2050 – 2065 Planning Window – 6.0 MGD
2065+ Planning Window – 8.0 MGD
Table 5-1: Wastewater Treatment Upgrades
Planning
Window
2030-2050

Treatment
Capacity
4.0 MGD

2050 - 2065

6.0 MGD

2065+

8.0 MGD

Alternative/Treatment Type
Alternative 1: Membrane
Alternative 2: Conventional
Alternative 1: Membrane
Alternative 2: Conventional
Alternative 1: Membrane
Alternative 2: Conventional

The existing wastewater flows (including an allowance for the committed, but undeveloped lots) is
.95 MGD and the Wilderness Shores plant capacity available for growth is 1.05 MGD. The existing
facility can meet the treatment needs of approximately 40% of the projected demands in the Targeted
Route 3 Growth Area. The proposed treatment capacity of 4.0 MGD could meet the needs of
approximately 80% of Sub-Areas 1 – 5. An 8.0 MGD facility could meet the needs of Sub-Areas 1 - 5,
at buildout and have capacity for an additional 3.0 MGD of wastewater flow.
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5.1
Collection System Expansions
The wastewater collection system projects for each subarea have been broken down into short-term,
mid-term, and long-term projects.
Short Term Projects
The short-term system expansion projects are recommended for installation by 2025. The
majority of the short-term expansion is projected to occur along the Route 3 corridor.
Installation of the system in Sub-Area 4 will provide the backbone infrastructure needed to
provide wastewater collection and meet the demands of the projected growth and will
involve the upgrade of the KL Eastover Pump Station and Force Main upgrades.
Mid-Term Projects
Mid-term system expansion projects are recommended for installation between 2025 and
2040. These projects would be constructed as growth occurs in the GWA outward from the
Route 3 corridor in Sub- Areas 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 and the improvements the Utility Owner would
likely initiate include gravity sewer extensions.
Long-Term Projects
The long-term system expansion projects are intended to complete system expansions to
supply the GWA at full build-out. When following the high growth trend previously
mentioned in this report, it is expected that the GWA will reach build-out after 2065, so the
long-term projects would be constructed between 2040 and 2065 or later and would include
additional gravity sewer extensions.
5.2
Summary and Recommendations – Wastewater System
The key recommendations related to developing additional wastewater capacity and infrastructure
include:
Wastewater Treatment:
 The existing capacity of 2.0 MGD is projected to provide adequate treatment
capacity through approximately 2030.
 The three planning windows where wastewater treatment plant expansions are
anticipated are as follows
2030 – 2050
2050 – 2065
2065+




increase capacity to 4.0 MGD
increase capacity to 6.0 MGD
increase to 8.0 MGD

The VPDES permit requires that planning the expansion start when the plant
flow reaches 95% of capacity for three consecutive months. It is recommended
that the Owner act in a proactive manner to avoid planning on a compressed or
mandated schedule.
The first planning window, where the wastewater treatment plant would be
upgraded, assumes the existing plant will be upgraded and expanded to 4.0
MGD. It is recommended that the Owner acquire additional acreage adjacent to
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the WWTP to maintain the required regulatory setbacks from the treatment
process and provide space for a new main entrance and administration building.
Chesapeake Bay TMDL and Waste Loan Allocation:
 There are several compliance strategies that the Owner of the WWTP can
pursue to achieve compliance with the Chesapeake Bay TMDL and the Waste
Load allocation while accommodating growth in the GWA. It is recommended
that the Owner of the WWTP consider each of the strategies:
o Self-Offsetting
o Virginia Nutrient Credit Exchange Association
o Private Agreements
o Reuse (Industrial, Indirect, Direct)
o Nutrient Offset Fund / Decennial WLA Review
-- End of Section --
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Summary
This Technical Memorandum describes water and wastewater improvements that will be required
as the GWA develops. These improvements would be designed and implemented over at least 50
years – and the timing of the improvements will be impacted by the growth demands.
It is important to recognize that not all of the infrastructure cost would be invested by the Utility
Owner, rather it is anticipated that the initial investment in the water treatment plant and the
backbone of the water distribution system would be made by the Utility Owner. Further, the Utility
Owner would likely invest in a portion of the wastewater improvements needed to expand the
collection system. Much of the cost of system expansions to serve particular development would be
made by the developers, or there may be cost-sharing for some of those projects.
Many local government policies accommodate the use of public investment for the extension of water
or sewer infrastructure to serve economic development projects (projects that increase tax base,
create jobs), but generally, the localities do not invest in the infrastructure that serves solely
residential development.
The Utility Owner may recover some of the cost of the backbone system and the investment in water
and wastewater treatment capacities through capital recovery charges or availability fees. It is
recommended that the Utility Owner give careful consideration to the development of capital
recovery charges. In addition, the user charges paid by water and sewer customers can potentially
not only support operation and maintenance costs, but also support debt service on the Utility
Owner-funded projects.
Figure 6-1, on the following page, summarizes the timeframe during which the major system
component are likely to be developed and implemented.
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Figure 6-1: Projected Schedule of Investments in Infrastructure
2017

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

2055

2060

2065

After
2065

Water Treatment (4.0 MGD Plant)
Planning, Design, Construction
Construction, Intake (if needed)
Facility in Service
Water Treatment (8.0 MGD Plant)
Planning and Design
Construction (High-Growth)
Water Treatment (10.0 MGD Plant)
Planning, Design and Construction
Water Distribution
Planning, Design, Construction
Planning, Design, Construction
Planning, Design, Construction
Water Storage
Planning, Design, Construction
Planning, Design, Construction
Water Source
Planning, Permitting, Design
Construction
Off-stream storage in service
Wastewater Treatment - 4.0 MGD
Planning, Design, Construction
Wastewater Treatment - 6.0 MGD
Planning, Design, Construction
Wastewater Treatment - 8.0 MGD
Planning, Design and Construction
Wastewater Collection
Sub-Area 1 8- Planning and Design
Sub-Area 1 - Construction
Sub-Area 2 - Construction
Sub-Area 3 - Construction
Sub-Area 4 - Construction
Sub-Area 5 - Construction
Sub-Area 6 - Construction
Sub-Area 7 - Construction
Sub-Area 8 - Construction
Short-Term

Mid-Term

Long-Term

After 2065
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Next Steps
Recommended next steps include the following:




7.1

Preparation of a PER for the design and planning of the recommended 4.0 MGD
water treatment facility. Planning for this project will involve selection of property
of approximately 15 acres for the water treatment facility.
Preparation for the renewal of the water withdrawal permit, which expires in 2023
and identify additional water source(s).
Develop and implement organizational and financial plan.

Financial Planning

The items listed below are those which the Utility Owner will need to investigate during the next
phases of the development of the GWA.






Funding Evaluations
Develop of funding requirements (credit policies, developer vs. Utility Owner
responsibility, etc.)
Develop capital recovery charges, connection fees and related fees
Develop user fees and charges
Evaluate grant and loan funding available to the projects
Develop Financial Projections




Develop 5-year, 10-year and 20-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
Develop projected operations and maintenance costs (O&M)
Other



7.2

Develop Water and Wastewater Ordinance
Develop Construction Standards

Summary

The Germanna-Wilderness Area Plan is a plan that sets out a road map for the development of Orange
County’s premiere development area. The provision of water and wastewater services will be critical
to the development of this area and careful consideration of the options and recommendations
included in the Master Plan can help guide decision-makers in asking the right questions, making
sound decisions and providing the infrastructure needed to make the GWA development a reality.
-- End of Section –
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Attachment 1.
Revised Available Capacity - Wilderness Water Treatment Plant

Section 3 of the Technical Memorandum outlines the estimated remaining available capacity of the
water treatment plant. Based on information available at the time the Master Plan was completed,
the estimated capacity was 236,000 gallons per day. (See Section 3.1 of the Technical
Memorandum).
In November 2018, the water production records for the 18-month period from January 2017 –
October 2018 were reviewed. The average daily production during that 18-month period was
798,136 gpd. The following table updates the estimated available capacity. The calculation includes
the “committed, but undeveloped lots”.
As shown below – the estimated available capacity is less than 100,000 gallons per day.
Average Daily Production
(based on 18-month period from January 2017 - October 2018)
Average Monthly Production as shown in Master Plan
Increase
Excess Capacity Presented in Master Plan
Less
Estimated Remaining Capacity
(Average Day – see Table 3-1 on page 3-3)

798,136 gpd
654,000 gpd
144,136 gpd
236,000 gpd
144,136 gpd
91,864 gpd

The 91,863 gpd of remaining capacity shown above is an estimate of the remaining capacity and is
based on the best information available and includes the 232,200 gpd related to the committed but
not connected connections. RSA can provide a more detailed analysis of the “committed but not
developed” connections and the remaining capacity.
The action items related to this include the following:



Initiate the development of a Preliminary Engineering Report and design and construction
of a water plant.
Work with RSA to refine the estimated available capacity of the water plant.

